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~t is important far the proble~s to be considered below 
that the metric (1} is indefinite. Hence, it folla.vs that the 

. notion of nearness of .two events f' and . J>' in the· ~Y (x) 

sp~oe is not an invariant notion and may be formulated only 

as applied to the given frame of reference .:£. . 
These are the most important features of geometry, 

rather chronogeometryf7] , which is the content of special 

relativity. 

It is also possible to choose another method of arithme

tization of events and thereby obtain another geometry. 

The basic advantage of the method suggested by the 

Einstein theory of relativity consists in that it is just 

this method of arithmttization that reveals invariance 

of fundamental laws of physics. A law which in· the frame ..E 
is expressed by the relation 

F (A,~B,.x ~-) =0 

in the frame is expressed by the realtion 
(j) .. 

where ;( i.i, .;JC.~ _ _ are scalars, spinors, vectors or tensors. 

Therefore not any means of arithmetization is valid • ~he 

means of arithmetization must be, first of all, physically 

realizable ( at least in an ideal experiment) and, secondly, 
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maximum universal. The latter means that .. it must be based on 

the widest range of·phenoaena x. 

Here we can stop the description of the method of arithme

tization of eventa commonly accepted in classic .relativistic • 

physics. 

In w~t follows possible restrictions on this method are 

considered, .which ar~ seen to be useful :for understanding 

more complicated situation in the worlds of elementary particles. 

2. ~ible_ Restriptiolli!...2ll.Ji~:!iQ!et!ru!-t1o!! 

Accepted 

In classic physics, to the concept of point-like event f<x) 

there well corresponds tht concept of material point - an 

object of finite mass{m,;7o)and infinitely small dimensions(tt-o/. 

In virtue of the fact that the spa oe '*'.- ( .x) is assumed to ··-------__;..... 
be continuous, at each of ita points one can oonstruot·a space 

. ~~"":~~.»i'·- . 

of tangent vectors of infinitesimal displacements and a 

covariant momentum space ~ { ~>) • The metric of this space 

is also indefinite and has the form 

dpl= c(~.l- ot,P.i., (4) 

------
x Thua, for exa.ple, the assumption baaed on the Telooit7 of 
aound u, rather than on the Telooit7 of li&ht c, would.into
duce Ter7 priTate particularities of aound phenomena to the 
ooris1deration of all physical phenomena. In a a1milar way, 
measurement of lengths by means at a spring dynamometer would 

. ( [4 61 introduce special pra;perties of the spring see refs. ' ) • 
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where ct ;f .t_'-:_ ot 1', ~-~- ~ + d(; .t • This form is , 
unambiguously defined by· the metric of the spaoe tR., ( x). · 

T.hus,the str~ctures of the spaces tR~(x) and N~(P) are' not 

independent. 

The motion of a material point ( or of a system of 

material points) can be formtillilt~d~ in the most general way~ 
' . , .. ' 

in terms of the .Finsler geometry. In thi.s geometry, the. 

· Lagrange variational principle looks like· the. oomition of 

inotion· of a material point. along a geodesicalline. The· element V · .... ~ 

of length ~ $ of this line is 

as~ L (xJ tfx), 

where L is a homogeneous function of the first-:Polrer 

displacements .~.JC [7]. 

(5) 

Within the framework of special-relativity, the'~e are no 

logical oontradio~1onsbet1reen the Einstein wa,y of arit~etiza:-
tion and the mechanics of mat.erlal points. Therefore, in special 

relatiTitT, material. points my be. -~:thou~t of as objects which 

realize ph7sio&ll7 .a. point event f ( x). 
Restri_otions come from the side. of gravitation• 'If the 

graTitational. radiUS . (k~ Of. a material point 

a= 3 

(6) 

(here I<'"'·~ 'T·IO;~e;:: is the Newton gravitational ,.constant, 

m~ the rest mass of the matrial point) is larger than. 

its dimensi<?,n C then "inside" ;the material point,. the metric 

relations change ilo_stron&!,y :that . tho division of the manifold_ ----.---....... '"-,-~~ ------ ___ , -----. -- ... --· . _;,...-_____ ~_.,....-_, ____ _ 
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cJ?., (x) into the space-like and the time;..like parts loses its 

sense. Therefore the space inside the sphere ,of· radius a~ Ct} 

is nonlocal in the sense ·that the usual ordering of events 

inside it. becomes impossible. 

·J 

I 

This situation is due to the state· of matter •. For- a= Cl . . l 
there arises a certain critical density .. of matter 

.P, = .L c 6 .__!.. 
~ ¥ .. 1i" '(J''JV k) 3 •/?7.,.t 

It. is seen. from (6) that it is advisallle to have as objects. 

marking points in space-time mat'erial points with leas~. mass 

'(m.,.-·o). However, in so doing, ·the matter density ..1:.- ~ 
.· . ' 9 

tends to infinity and can go beyond the.limits,we are aware 

of from elementary particle physics. 

(7) 

Then a curious question arises: whether or not the method 

of arithmetization of events adopted in the theory of relativity· 

can lose its validity before the condition .f'=Jj. is . 

reached •. In fact, if for a certain den~ity ~~ matter~ <:~ 

n·ot a ·single light signal ·and even not a single neutrino 

.. signal, can propagate in a medium, due to extremely strong 

extinction,. ordering of events in that medium by means 

of light or neutrino waves becomes impossible. Under these 

conditions a sound signal may turn out to be a more suitable 

tool for ordering events. The velocity of such a signal U 
. . . 

may be higher than-the light velocity in vacuum c. Nevertheless 
. - . 

there occUrs no·contradiction with. causality ·since the 

ordering is performed by the U signal rather thB.n the C 

'signal (for more detail see ref.f61). 
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Restrictions of another kind come from the side of · 

stochastic gravitational f:LiJlds •. Fields induced by turbulent 

. motion of matter ~~hat the metric tensor .. v 
j.fov(x) be_comes a stochastic quantity ~/x). · Th.e intervai 

(B) 

-1 

become s ·also a. stochastic quantity. If the fluctuations h ...,r {x) 
'., , , A 

of the metric tensor !_. {.x) are not large compared to the 
. . "' ,.....L .· . ----·------

-a:_v_e_r_a=-ge~v_al_u_es_ of( a )=a ·then it is advisable ~to write 
/ d,4J d~~ 

this tensor in the form 
-f . o (x} =a (x)+ h~, (x). 

~v . ,_,..," ,. 
(9) 

In this case the ordering of even~s oan be based on the metric 

defined by the principle part of the metric t'enaor ~-, (x} 

( com~refa.fG,s]) • If the fluctuations are not small then the 

ordering in d?Y (~) becomes essentially stochastic • 

Spaces with stochastic metria were considered in refsJ9,lO] 

from the axiomatic point of vi_ew. However , axiomatic of ·these 

a pa.oea is res.trioted by a. positive definite metric. An extension 

of axiomatic· to stochastic spaces of the Minkovsky type is 
. • .. '! / 

still an open problem. Some relevant problems-are discussed 

in refs. [G,ll]. 

The main questioa to be answered rather by physicists 

. than. by mathematicians i~ related to the indication of a. physical 

·atthod of ordering •. Are we approaching here the limits of appli

cability of the conoept·of ordering? 

Problems associated with the metria at large fluctuations 

and extremely large densities appear to become of foremost 

~ue when analysing earlier stages of 1Big Bang1
• 

9 



We know that ·~owadays·matter is governed by definite. 

laws and there exist definite symmetries. But we have no reason 
. ' ~ ~ 

to .. assert that these. forms of the eXistence of matter are 

prescribed for ever. It is quite possible that the vacuum and 

the world of elementary particles we· are aware of are nothing 

less than one of possible ways of evolution of the Universe 

chosen as a.result of competition of various possibilities. 

H~wever, at the present stage of our knowledge we haV'.e 

not much. information. for being able of discussing in more detail 

this facet of the· problem. 

:~. ~t-Lik~!~.m.!! in :!:!!.!L~!!.2!li 

Now we pass to the world of elementar7 particles •. Modern 

quantum field theo:ey which describes the behaviour. of 

elementary particles is· based on .the condition of looalit7 

[ ]t'(x~ 'f'{!!}] ;_ o6 (x -j) (10) 
. . ' I 

' ,'• 
·, o($ (X.;_:f) = 0) . ;/o'f: (X -yj.t< () • (10) 

Here 'f'(x) is·the field operator at ,a pointJx/· .·, 'l'fY) 
' '. ,- ~ . \ 

the operator of the same field at a point (.7') ;[1aJ 
,;· and 

' ... 
1.3 X -J. _ the co~t11;a~~~f the operators -r------ ' ' 

x or·the antioommutator 
We write down explicitly 

if the field is a spirior field. "· . . ,. . 
the condition for the scalar field Cf(:x), · 

,"; 
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·x 

. pinor field: . . 
he scalar field !f(:x). · 

fhe condition (10) is the oausalit7 principle and means the 

indepe~ence of the fields if the points (.X.) and (:J} 

are spaced by a space-like interval (:X- :1 )t < 0 • In other 

words, an arbitrary variation of the field at the point (x) 

cannot affect the field at the point ('/) since a signal. of 

velocit7 v~-c cannot·in this oa.se reach the point (j'} 

and the iurerse. 

In the condition of looallt7 (10) the coordinates of the · 

points (X} and (fl) are assumed to be determined indefini- · 
-----------.:--·~-----·--~--·-··-"---~---~---~-----~~·-·· 

tely exactly. This assumption is equivalent to supposing the 

existence of point-like eTetnts 'J (x) 1 ('j) , ---
} 

We haTe to analyse how much this assumption is consistent in 

the framework of the same local theot:~~ 

· Elementar7 particles, ansiogues of material points in 

classic physics, are natural candidates for playing the role 

of representatives of point-like· eTent s. · HoweTer, this. 

analog is not. far-reaching due to a number of 'particular 

features dictated b7 the laws of qaantum physics. 

!'irst of all, all particles with rest mass ,.,..,o = o 
' « 

should be excluded from the analog since they are ncnlooalizab

le in. the. space 12'1 ( x) • fhe7 can be localized onl7 in ';\ 

tangent space ~f' ( 1'). , However~ there is a trouble · · · ., 

with :i;artioles of rest mass 17?., #-0, too. Bosona· -of.-rest iaa.sis 

m. -,1:() 'oannot be localized in the spaoe .,1?1- (x} 

more exactly than in the l1m1 til L1 X c::. ~1., c .•. 

II 



In fact, the density .1' (,X: t) of the meson field 'I(~&} 

obeying the conservation law :ls equal to 

_;a_f~x) = </' ~rq.x).Q y9tq.X), (11) 

-where g" fm.f- P' 2 is the frequency operator and V" is 

the gradient operator. It is positive d·efinite only 1li the 

dQmain /P:I<< m., i.e. in a nonrelativistio domain. In this 

case, the qwmtity 

_?(r?, iJ!:::: /fl?f~ xJ/.~.~o (12) 

may be thought of as the aw!:Ez..£!L.prob~ilit:r for a boson 

to be located at the point 

However, for /VI<< m, 
distributed in the. space, 

X at the time moment t: =o · 

the density _I'J(t:J_ x) is 
- j;/ in the domain /A X I:::..""> //}1 c • 

" 
For spinor particles obeying the Dirac equation there 

exists a positive definite probability density 

JJ(qx)- vrfo_x)l/"'!~:X)::::.o, 
(J.J) 

where )P'(cqx) is the wave function for a sin4e-pq~iole lab.• 
~here exists a belief that for the single-particle atate 

-z. {tu ) 2 . A X > /tn.c • In reality the Dirac ;particles obe7 the 

usual ~certainty relation AX 2>/ ~p-' ( aee refsJ6•121) •. 

~herefore one inight think that the Dirac particles can .be 

localized w1 th aJl3" accuracy. Howev~r, we should bear in mi:Dd 

12 
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I thil.t the creation o:i: a wave packet of dimensions .11 ~ ~~c 
by means of the external field, even if the latter is 

adiabatically switched on, will result in the production of 

pairs of particles x • Therefor~, a possible localization~ of 

spinor particles tUrns ?ut to be illusory7 too. 

We see that in the microworld there are no objects which 

would serve as a ~model of the point-like event TCJC) 

since elementary particles cannot be localized more exactly 

than 

.. 
In classic physics any material point can be considered 

not only as the realization of a point-like event but also as a 

bod;r of reference ( "Bezugkorper") which.fixes the frame of 

reference. In the world of elementary particles this is 

impossible to do. 

lf we ·choose as a bod;r of reference an elementary 

particle of rest mass m. then in the Lorentz transformation 

(2)U will be the fout':..ctimensional velocity of the p:~.rticle 

tl - ;, c J P is the particle momentum ) and the sp~oe 
shift components · ~, a.t and a 3 its coordinates at the 

momi&nt t•o. 

It follows.from the uno~rtainty relation --------
x For example, in a compound nucleus which is produced when 
two nuclei with chargee 2!, and c~ come. near each other,;.~) 
UDler the condition c +~ ;;> 1.37;there arises an electronic 
orbit of radil11 tK

11 
e::' HA~ .. c • However, in this case an 

adiabatic production of pairs e + e- non-single-particle 

pheno!lenon, takes place, ref .flJ 1. 

13 
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'\. 

[~,a I(}= t" 1i cf.K (15) 

that the parameters of the transformation (2) become operators. 

Therefore, the coordinates (3C) .reckoned from this body of . . -

reference become also operators. In particular, from (2) and 

(15) it is not 

;I 

difficult to calculate the commutator 

[ x i] = i L {x- !J-t), 
. " /7?.,C 

X It 

(16) 

where zr is the operator of the three-dimensional velocity 

of the particle. 

Thus, elementary particles af finite mass can be utilized 

neither as objects by means Of which one marks P..Q.!nts 1n the ~lx) 

space nor as bodies of reference, 

04 the other hand, experimental facts point out that the 
..=---:--

prediotions of the local field theory based on the microscopic 

causality (lo) are satisfied up to scales of the order of 

lo-15 em x ·• 

It should thus be supposed that there exist elementary 

particles· w1 th a mass muoh more heaTier than. the mass n1l, 
1i.. . Q '().-I" 

of a nucleon for which 41X = //?? c = -<: ., t!h1, 

" 
Thus, it follows that ~ ijbeor:r A§swnes ine2SJ2lio1tlL, 

. the exist!Qg.!!_OUr.l!!U:..au...heavy elemeJW!Il...~WlU (m.,-- -), 

x See ref.f14? 
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Under this assumption the contradiction between the use of the 

notion of .arbitrary exact coordiDates in the space J?t(Jr) 

and the absence of objects playing the role of point-like 

events would be eliminated. 

The limitation of the particle masses from above by 

a certain limit /77c= M would iuiply a limitation of principle 

of applicability of the local theory for scales of the' order 

of Ll .X. "" Ji me . 
~e requirements of an ideal experiment· opncern1ng the 

marking of space-time points are opposite in classic and 

quantum physics. In what follows we consider possible reasons 

for the existence of. the upper limit of the elementary 

particle mass. 

In just the same way- as in macroscopic ph;ysios, limitati-
n 

ons on the elementary particle mass can come to 'the mioroworld 

from the side of gravitation. 

According to the basic idea of A.Einstein, the curvature of 

the apaoe;..t:1JDe R and its metric f;lfi are defined b.r the 

motion of matter~ The basic equation of the theory- reads: 

I ?,;k . 
A',.,~' -I J;,, R = CT ~ \1 ( .x} • . 

15 



We remind, here: - ~.. is the curvature_ tensor, '1J.r1 ·the 

momentum energy tensor, k the gravitational constant. 

A detailed description of the motion of matter is 
. ' 

definitelyassooiated with quantum phenomena. consequently, 

the tensor. '!;" (x) should be consid~ered_. as a stoobastio: . 

quantity represented by the operator ~~~ { x) .• ·The quanti,;_ 

ties in the lohoso of (17) become also operators. In other 

wor_ds, whenever the motion of matter is viewed within 

the accuracy up to quantum phenomena the gravitational 

field becomes a quantum field x • 

The question about the role of gravitational phenomena in 

quantum domain is nf a quite different nature. 

. For example, the gravitational fie_ld generated by zero 

oscillations of a solid body is related to the field created 

by the mass of its atoms as ;1G.J,2. where W 0 · is the 
m,c 

Deba.y frequency and m, the mass of an atom ( or a molecule) 

The magnitude of this ratio is l0-11 /A ( A:is .the atomio weight 

of atoms). 

we decompose the momentum- energy tensor ~ .. (,xj into 

two parts: 

- -1 7;" (x) = ?;.v (x) + i..-41 11 (x), 
(18) 

x There a.re also ~ther opinions concerning the possible 
-extension of the inatein equation to quantum phenomena.. The 
approach in question is the most natural development of the 
Einstein 1d ea. 

. 16 
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where ~"(~)is defined by the average motion of matter 

and i:
11 

(x) by the f~uctuations of this motion. We represent 

the metric tensor ~~" {x) in the form (g). Then the 

Einstein equa. tion (17) is .. ... 
A.f'" j +BJ't;'.(. JI.N + ('.J"a'oijJ iJ.t.h.n = g"hlr / /x) (19) 

_,#ol :J'c:' ,Mil ax /fill PX i)X c2 /" . .,( . ;.( /1 

where the tensors A, B and C depend only on the average tensor 

(} and its derivatives. 
(/,JII 

If the dimensiona of the mass n7 defining the average 

metric are of the arder of a the sxace curvature-R is in· 

the order of magnitude equal to 
I -

· I I 0 
R = e~ ~a.z a 

as it immediately follows from the Einstein equation (17). Here 

a,~ is the gravitational radius of the body ( see eq. (6)) 

and e- iS the length oha.racterizing the space curvature. If 

the characteristic fluctuation mass is Ll n7 and its characte- . 

ristic size is ~ then eq. (19) can be schematically written 

"'- ,. + ~ l+ L j ~ 6', 
e.t / ~e' t!''..t. · 6'.3· ·c21) 

where 

(22) 
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/ . 
is the gravitational. radius of .:fluctuation, e- the length 

. "' . 
scale character;Lzing the stochastic field gradient 4 . ; 
~A tY - are the numerical coefficients. Following .the meaning 

of eq. (14) t' ~ ..... e . Ne:x:t, it fOllows from ,the linearity 

of the. equation that the scale of length defining the gradi~nt 

of the ten~or h and the scale defining the gradient· of 

the mtter tensor should .be compatible. Hence it follows e' ~e. 

Thus, on the basis of (21) we have ---------·· . 

A 

?(e::: t:; 
7 (2J) 

This equality defines the order of magnitude of the 

fluctuations of the gravitational field by the magnitude of the 

matter fluctuations. Hence, it is not difficult to determine 

the fluctuations of the metric tensor which are caused by 

zero oscillations of a.'oertain quantum field. For example, for 

the scalar field ~(x) zero mass oscillations of a scale 

exceeding ~ are 
~ !1 . . 

LJ/71(~)= !JE(t)= _e_ jiCJ< J 
c.z. C 2 -- dk .!. 

tJ 

=L· cc 
. h"CJ . 

where T"' is the zero energy of a k-th oscillation. 

Inserting (24) in (23) we get 

"" \ ,lz.' ~"h.t' ~-
c.J. tt -

.J. 

/IJ/1' .t ' 
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. (24) 

(25) 

". 

f 

J·, 
·l 

where 
-"- ... / 

.11 "'"f ~ 
~ 
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I .. 
1 

-. the length ...... 
.ent 4 . ; 
ring .. th.e ·meaning 

;he linearity 

~ng the gradient 

l gradient· .. of 

Lt follow~ I?~ e. 

(2.J) 

:1de of the 

magnitude of the 

lt to determine 

re causefl by 

For example, for 

ns of a soal.e 

.llation. 

(25) 

-32. 
~ 32. •/0 Cl?1 

(26)· 

is the known length uniting the gravitational constant and the 

Plank constant. It is seen from (25) that this length defines 

the magnitude of the fluctuations of the metric tensor which are 

caused by the quantum flu'otuations of a material field. These 

fluctuations are small throughout the whole range of 

frequencies for which 

# >> 11 ~ 

Now we return to the collapsing :tartiole considered in 

section 2 and ~e into account quantum effects. A particle of 

mass m ms an. effective dimension ~f the order of a -= I7~C 
We as~ume that this particle has reached its ~ritioal mass 

so that its gravitational radius is a,= a 
from the c ondi ti on 8 ;;- .f h7 _ .L • c.z. - .I-nC ' 

• Then it follows 

(28) 

Thus, the. length. 11,- defines the maximum mass of a particle 

obeying the laws of quantum theory. According to-(7) the density 

of mtter reaches :Its limit value. 

This particle was called by Markov max1mon[l5,1G]. 
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From (27) and C2s) quite different conclusions oan be 

~ concerning the role of gravitation in the world of 
c 

elementary J.Brticles depending on to what frequencies Qo= a 
the spectrum of vaouum_fluotuations is really limited. Accor

ding to contemporary theory,it is almost uniformly.dist~ibuted 

over.the frequencies and the high frequencies are expected to 

give an infinitely large contribution to gravitation. lf later 
---.:::__.....· . 

on, for some or other reason, it will turn out that the 

possible frequenc~es 'in the microworld are limited by an 

J ~el_ementary~l~ng'!;h_a >>11~ , then gravitational effect will be 

nonessential. 
( 

. In the opposite case they will play the fundamental role 

in the mioroworld, but they will be represented in their quantum 

interpretationx. 

Predictions and hopes based on classic calculations of 

gravitation will be nmajorized" by quantum effects. At_the same 

time the "classic" average metric will be no longer predominant 

and the situation like that mentioned in section 2 arises: the 

notion of interval between events as well as the idea itself 

about a possible ordering of events ,in .R., (x) SJ.Bce 

becomes more than doubtful. Here we are approaching the edge 

of an abyss without being sure if it is not too early to peep 

into it. 

X Over many years this line ms been developed by Wheeler and 

co-workers [l7]. 
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Inwhat follows.we shall consider oth~ 
restrictions on looaJ. theory. Among various competitors 

the "w:!!ak" interaction claims to this role. 

\\ 
We distinguish three modes of interactions: strong, 

electromagnetic and .weak interactions. L•t us oom~re t~eir 
behaviour at high energies using a criterion suggested in ref.

18 

A~oording to it, an interaction is assumed to be strong if in 

the course of the interaction the density of the kinet:!.'i:: 

enargy C:, is much smaller than the absolute density of the 

energy of their interaction VV: 
t;.c.-</W/. (29) 

We first consider a collision of a nual.eon {.N) and a pion ('ii). 

In this case the density of the total energj is 

fl = ..k 9/d!f' + Nc2. 9/f' -1- j (a 'I' 1+ 177~ <,P.tj + 

+ ! if J;. 'f 'I' If', 

(JO) 

whare Y'" is the nucleon field, ~ the meson field, 1"'1 
the nuole on maSS J n1 the me SOn MaSS j ~:: ~AI (} ~ J fj-

iS the int aractiori constant. Let t' be a length defining the 

magnitude of the gradient in the o.m.s. (t'.::;-f= .. ~ 1 ./' 

is the particle momentum). ~en the density of the kinet~c 

energy . E# of the nucleon is of an order of magnitude 
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E,v ~ ;c lf/ '? 
(Jl) 

( since ;;......., ; ) ; the density of the meson killetic energy *s 

1/:l 
£,....._ 
c.-;;- eJ. 

. .t I 
( since a ,.; ez ). Hence, 

/WI~ ? cl 'f/'P !:::! _1_ e ~ £ }l · . ~c N ~ 

T~ing into consideration the fact that E'~e-=- EN +Err 

from cond~cn (29), we get 

Then 

and 

., E'N 
(<.< /iC eN-i-f'~ 

E.r: ~ .!:! ,..., tic 
e~- e~ 

EN -( -- ,......,-. 
£,4-£~ - ,e 

As a result,we fiJXl 

.1. 

L >71. 
t;C 
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(Jv 

(JJ) 

(J4) 

();) 

(.'36) 

(J7) 

r" 

l 

I 
t 

~ 

j 
,, ... 

Thus, it follows . 

strong inte:ractio 

th~ inequality (J 

Now we apply 

electromagnetic f 

Inso doing, 

.W= 

.,4 
where A= yA 

- 'If I 
the particle char 

e" 
/;C 

This inequality _d 

criterion, electr 

interactions x .• 

Now we oonsi 

interested ino I 

H == .lc iJI''t+ f 
+ 

where 'I · and · 

respectiTel;r, / 

lea, GF i~~ 
x We note that•wE 
interaction betwe 
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(,31) 

1n kinet:I.O energy i.S 

(.32) 

(JJ) . 

(.36) 

(.37) 

l 
i 
j 
I 
I Thus, :l.t follows that aooord1ng to the or:l.ter:l.on used, the 

strong :l.nteraot:l.on is stron8 under all the oond:l.t:l.ons since 
....__~ -----·- " -< • 

the inequality (.37) :l.s always fulfilled 

Now we apply the same criterion to the int eraotion of an 

eleotromagnet:l.o field w:i.th charged sp1nor particle. 

In so doing, we ba.ve 

W = e '!A If 1 (JS) 

where A = r11 . A.. :1.s a veoto:t: potential ani e 
/'(I ,~ 

the particle charge. Following the same procedure we get 

e.t. I < ) - >'"> • .39 
/iC 

This inequality does not. hold. Consequently, following our J 

criterion, electromagnetic interactions do not belong to strong 

interactions x • 

Now we oons:l.der the, oase ·of weak interaction we are 

interested in. In this oase the density of· the total energy is 

H == ,(c If I~+ /'1e.!l.~ 'f+ lc ~J'f' + me.t9 V+ 
- - .L 

-t ! F ¥' o..~. 'f· 'f o tf, 

where 'f · and t,tJ are the fields of a nuoleoa and a. lepton 

respeotive17, /1 and. 1?1 are the masses of these part1o_r 

lea, GF i~~~=- constant,. o.L the ap:l.nor operator. 

X We note that we have not taken into account the direct 
int eraotion between a gamma quantum and vector mesons ( J! w .. :) 
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It is not difficult to see that in this case the interaction 

eners1 ,, is of 'the order 

/W j:::: 9, E.v t 
F t,e 

E~ t· -· j;C' 

where ~ is the deDSity of the nucleon kinetic energy. 

(41) 

and ~ the density of the lepton kinetic energy. ~aking 1nto 

consideration the fact .that EN c::! ~ ~ :; = :~ 
from condition (29), we obtain 

;1.t " (42) 

-f >> 1, e 

where II 
..;ry;- -1' 1i 

F
"" f~ = 0 66 ·/0 em ez ft =- .. 

nC· J ~ p 

Hence, it follows that a weak interaction becomes strong at an 
1i c c· ' o7 

energy £--v T JOO GeV ( see also refs. l9, 2 J ). 
F" 

We now consider a decay of a heavy hadron of mass 

which is due to a weak 1nteracticn 

M- m+t+~. 

Herem is 'the nucleon mass, e is a lepton and ~ 
stands for an antineutrino.The decay oonatant 

f~r this prooe~s, when 11 >'> /'71 11 [2l] 

_L= 
M 

-I d.l t ~ F 11 N, 
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(4.3) 

~ 

-1 
.i 

i 

i 

J 

where G_ = VF ::= /: t, 
· F ~c 
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the interaction 

. (41) 

3tio energy. 

nergy. Taking .into 
# 
t;f 

·.1_ 
)'}. = p 

(42) i 
t· 
I 

where G_ = gr = /-10-s-_:!_ JV is the number of channels 
F tiC m2. 

for d:l..fferent decay modes, which may be large, It is seen· 

from this formula that for the hadron mass 
"jj 

;t1 > mF = J1 F C 

the decay constant r becomes comparable w:l..th the hadron mass 

M and the hadron stops to exist as an elementary particle since 

it may not be assigned a definite mass. It is advisable to 

refer to a particJ.e w:l..th mass MF as weak maximon • As :l..s 

seen f:rom eqs. (44) .and (26t), this restr:l..ct:l..on begins to work 

earlier than that :l..mposed by gravitation,· s:l..noe HF << Hg. · 
At the same time the restriction on local theory must 

then ooour much earlier than it is expected from the assumption 

about the ex:l..stenoe of a gravitational max:l..mon 111 . 

The elemaatary particle :l..s a oerta:l..n medium wh:l..oh is 

descr:l..bed q, the creat:l..on and annihilation of v:l..rtual 

part:l..oles. 
It :l..s natural to raise the quest:l..on about the condition of 

propagation of a metr:l..o s:l..gnal in such a peculiar medium. 

Start:l..ng f:rom perturbat:l..nn theory, :l..t is possibie to answer 

th:l..s quest:l..on by means of the Green funotio,n which, be:l,ng 

based on local theory,guarantees the propagat:l..on of an interac-

c;" tion with the veloo:l..ty of light. 
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HC~WVVe_r, the situation changes if the interaction becomes 

strong. In this case there arise nonlinear phenomena· and a 

strong absorption as a result of inelastic process_es. 

The former group of phenomena occurs in the region of 

strong fields and small gradients. In refs. [22• 2J], by the 

example of a scalar and an electromagnetic fields it was shaifn 

that the law of propagation .of these fields noticeably changes, 

up to the disappearance of any possibility of propagating: 

the characteristics of nonlinear eq~tions beo~me.imagina.ry, 

and the eqm.tion of the hyperbolic type turns to an equation of 

the·elliptio type. This situation was called a "lump•. 

of events. In the spirit or oontel!lporary understanding it is 

more right to give in the name of, alight collapse• [6•
22
]. 

In the region of large gradients there occur inelastic 

processes. A possible limitation of the space~time description 

of the el~mentary particle structure was in.di~-~ ·1n ref. f25]. 

This limitation is due to the fact that the orosa se otion 

for an inelastic process does not decrease with increasing 

energy but tends to a constant limit or even increases .slow~. 

At the m.me time elastic scattering assumes the oharaotar 

of a diffraotional scattering on a "black" sphere of dimension 

a. • ~· In particular, on the basis of first paperli on pion

nucleon. so~tterlng, it was notell _[2.4] that the 1 effeot1ve1 

!JOtential for this scatlBring is purell imagiDarj" ad is well ----·:-.........___ 
r~pres~nted by the, formula x -------
x This potential 1s being successfully used as a first 
approXimation in the theory of "quasipotentia.l" [ 25

]. 
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. Here tj. is the momentum transfer and A (E) a certain 

function of the energy E defined by the main differential 

ma.Ximum. 

When the role of inelastic processes becomes dominating 

the information is relative-not so much to the space-time 

structure as to the production of new particles. The "blackness" 

of particles mkes it impossible· to use elastic scattering for 

studying _stnc.e-time distribution of matter. The given example 

of,mesons 'is a very tnrticular case, therefore .it is not 

of value of principle. 

:r'or the problem we are considering here of interest would 

be only a situation when "blackness" ·would appear for 

the most·universal signal. The most universSJ. are weak 

interaotio ns. 

. Therefore,· such a situation can arise' if the weak 

interaction is assumed-to increase up to soales dictated by 

un1 tary limit. 

Thus the possible limitation of local theory by the. 

conditions of the signal propagation inside an ele~~~mta.ry 

particle coincides with the condition following from the 

existence of a "weak ma.ximon"• 
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1. ~~a:L~~!!2~ 

Classic theory deals with the space ~ (.>;} and the 

contravariant tangent space ~-(~ in a combined manner. 

Quite a different situation takes place in the domain· of' quantum . . 
phenomena. In quantum motion the trajectory of' a material point 

is nondif'f'erentiable x and the spaces ~(-9' and . ~ (1') ~a.re 

mutually complementary. They belong to two different incompa

tible classes of measurements. 

The both spaces are equal in rights from the the ore tical 

point of view, since the transition .from the description in 

one of them to the description 1n the other is performed 

by means of a unitary transformation· of the state vect~rs Lfi 
and the appropriate transformation of the operators at: 
which represent physical quantities. · 

Hcvtever, both the 'descriptions are unequal in· rights in 

a physical experiment. The space . ~ {x) figures in an 

exp~riment in its macroscopic aspect. ~. The microscopic. 

ordering.is not revealed experimentally, in a direct manner, 

since the observed causality i_s a macroscopic. causality. In fact, 

for an event A located in the S:Inoe-time region 9/A.{x) · 

·· to be considered as a cause of an event B in ~he domain ~,9 ~} 
it is necessary to be sure that when A had occured a quantum 

of an-energyE=ttJ~O and momentum p =Iii; had been emitted 

which was then absorbed in the domain ~8 {Y} generaUBg 

~l...!!!!...!!!.!!l;.J!.:._ 
x See ref.[27] • 
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cured· a quantum 

ha.d been emitted 
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In this description of the causal-relationship we have 

used both the spaces -~ {xj and ~ (!>) : the former is t? 

show the relative position of the events A; and Band the-latter 

is to indicate the direction of: energy and. momentum tr~nsfer x • 

The combined uae of the mutually complementary spaces ~ ( :x) · 

and- -~ ( d feads us to the classic, i.e. macroscopic, field 

·of physics •. 

Consequently, the space-time description is carried out 

with an accuracy whiCh is far from being sufficient for the 

-restrictions Of the type (14) to be appreciable. 

_ Contrary to the Siace-time description, the momentUm-

energy de_scription in the space. ~ { P} is realized in an 

_experimedt y;ith an accuracy which seems to be unlimited. · 

In this description-microscopic causality expressed b;r the 

. condition of locB.l commutativity (10) is displayed indirecUy, 

·in the behavio~. of the a:mplitudes 0- (I') predicted by local 

theory for different phy~ical processes. Here ' labelo the 

initial state and r the final one. In particular, mi~ro
causality is manifested in the analytic properties of the 

amplitude·. ~ (P) in the complex plane of the variable' ~ 

I~ t!ie spaee, tk;. ( P) }he state of free stable particles .is 

described .by the points on a hyperboloid: ---------
x. See retJ61. 
_xxThese properties. underlie "dispersion relations" -whic.h are 

importl'iiit for analysing experimentBJ. data[28J. 
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p~ ·p.z- P L=· m,;l ' . (46) 

where me is the ISrticle mass •.. Each such hyperboloid is the 

·Lobaohevsky space ~ (JV w~th curvature .R "=. -;:l .. 
' ~ . ' - . , 

rri the space ~(P) , due to the faot that its metric _(4) is 

nondefinite, there exists no invariant. concept or l~ge or 
• .-..:! 

smaU momenta • Consequent1y, there a.1so _exist no invariarit 

limitations~ on the frequency' UJ . or the wave vector./'k/ 

Suoh limitations wou1d necessarily select 8.ny frame of reference. 

.This suppleaents the' assertion about theabsenoe of an invariant 

'measUre of spacing of _events in the siSce ~t (.:x). 

The amplitude's' 7;-1- . describing physi.~al processes 'are 

the matrix elements of the soa. tter1Dg ·matrix 

. s:,. ·= ~~ +i7;j. <47) . 

This matrix is known.to define the state of particles at a tiMe 

11moment 11 t.f ,;,+ 00 u' i~ is given a_t ~-time. 11moment• t:,:=- a-o. 

From. the geometrical viewpoint the S-matrix transforms the 

state of particles given in a certain direct product of the 

Lobachey~ky ~pace~ R, (if)®!<~(~} f/P~(1J..fl}t;({)to a new 

state given, generally speaking, by some other product of these 

~paces ~(ljjflJ/?~(1',_) @~-- R3 (f'..) ". ~ino,e the particle 

moments are specified, .the particle coordinates are undetermined. 

The time •moments" t = ::t ::>c:> are unde~ermined too. Therefo-

re the ordering of events in d?~ (:x). obtained by means of. the 

S matrix is minimal one. 

Contrary to the common opinion, the description of the 
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x ~. exception is soi 
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rperboloid is. the 
1 . 

-·-
'0/··· 

1 metric (4) is 

; of lS:~ge or -' ~ ' 

; no invariant 

1~e vector.'/i!/ 

frame of reference. 

10e of an. invariant 

~(.:K)· 

LciU processes 'are 

i.rtioles at a tiuie .. 

noment • t:,. = - ,.... • 
ransforms the 

product of the 

~~({}to a new .. 

r. product of these 

e· the particle 

es are. undetermined. 

ined too.'Therefo

• by means .. of the 

ription of the 

mioroworld phenomena by means of the S matrix is incomplete. 

The S~matrix cannot be used to describe the behaviour of 

unstable jl_article since the specification of the initial "' __ , 
conlitions, ·in this case, cannot be formulated for the time 

moment t = - ......, x • 

\ 

This statement may be illustrated by a situation with ~~· 
mesons when it is necessary to follow the evolution of the 

state 
~0 I [ v "{t)- K 0 (.1)7 

K =fi. "~ . L 'J1 
·(48) 

where ~ are the state of an antimeson and 1<'/ and ~ 
4 

are the states of a short- and long..;.living mesons, t- is the 

time. Oldfashioned methods of description seem here to be 

.inevitable. since an ordering of events in time with an accuracy 

Ai<<az:; of' life.;;,time of a short-11V'ed K
4 

· meson is needed~ 
.These remarks relat.~dto.the J'-mtrix do not restrict 

possibilities of the description in the space · ~ { P) 
which oan be extended to . the domain of complex p • Wore

over, such an extension seeas to be neoessar7 for describing 

the be~viour of unstable particles. ~refore, in spit~ of. 

fo:rll;u equAlit7 1n rights of the descriptions of phenomena 

in .~ (.r} 8lld ~ (lj, 'the. d•aor1pt1on in the latter is less 

open to the criticism addressed to the l.ooal theor,r which 

deals with the space-time • -----
X 'he exception is some special oases when, e.g., an 
unstable particle-~~ be thou8ht of as a resonance. 
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It seems that in this connection, as early as in the four-

ties., H. snyder [Jo] suggested an interesting idea accordi~g 
to. which the metric of the momentum space ~(I') may 'be 

more complicated than the Minkovsky metric (4). Instead of (4), 

he has just proposed. a Riemannian metric· 
<'\_) 

d',o .t = 0 c/,o /~ ' 
1. ~~ r,., " . 

where the roo trio tensor 1/fv is a function of the munen tum 

'·and the parameter 

tv=~~ { ~ ~) 
i" ,o"=a· 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

Here a. is a certain "elementary lengl.h 11 and fJ. is a momentum . ~ 

playing the role of the curvature scale for the momentum 

space. ~e relationship between the space ~ (.x) and ~[I') 

is based on the assumption that the~ curved space ~ {I!} is a 

space of constant curvature x • This limitation makes it'possib-:-

le to consider the coordinates .X., .x, :X.t. x 3 in the space~~) 

as displacement operators in the space ~~ C-1 : • · 1 Y 

~-x__.,s { t'
8

;; + A; (P)L }·· 
P,.. t3p1 • 

(52) 

For Cl. =() 
/ .J 

, ~ (~= 0 so that (52) transforms to the usual 

operator of coordinates whmh is characteristic of local theory. 

:lC.rhe Snyder idea has then been developed in papers of 
I.Gelfand/Jl/, V.Kadyshevsk/321 and I~Tamm/JJ/. 
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